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#1 How does your organization prioritize safety 

within its procurement and compliance 

strategies, and what specific measures are in 

place to ensure safety is not compromised 

during the procurement process?



#2 What are some of the 
most significant challenges 
faced during the 
procurement of 
equipment & services, and 
how do you address 
or mitigate these 
challenges?



#3 Can you share an example of a successful 

safety-oriented procurement initiative that your 

team has implemented, and how did it positively 

impact the overall safety performance of your 

organization?



#4 How do you 
collaborate with safety 
professionals and 
stakeholders during the 
procurement process to 
ensure safety 
requirements are met 
and potential risks are 
adequately assessed?



#5 What strategies 
do you employ to 

balance cost-
effectiveness & 

safety in 
procurement 

decisions, especially 
when faced with 

budget constraints?



#6 With the increasing emphasis on sustainability 

and environmental responsibility, how do you 

integrate safety considerations with sustainable 

procurement practices in your organization?



#7 What role does data analytics and 

technology play in enhancing safety outcomes 

during procurement activities, and how do you 

leverage them to make informed decisions?



#8 How do you ensure suppliers and 
contractors align with your safety standards 

and maintain a robust safety culture 
throughout their engagement with your 

organization?



#9 In your experience, what are some common 

pitfalls or challenges that safety professionals 

encounter when working together with 

procurement and compliance teams, and how can 

these be effectively addressed?



#10 Looking into the future, how do you envision 

the role of compliance and procurement evolving 

to further promote safety excellence and risk 

reduction within the power and utilities sector?



Q&A
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